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Socialism
A continent of vast diversity, stretching from the deserts of the north through the equatorial
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tropics into the more temperate south, Africa brims with challenges and issues. This book collects
a series of papers examining a number of these topics and how they impact African nations, the
United States and the global community. The analyses also present possible solutions to some of
the continent's most vexing problems as many of its nations chart a course of political and
economic development.

West Asia in Turmoil
The year 2011 will go down in history as a turning point for the Arab world. The popular unrest
that swept across the region and led to the toppling of the Ben Ali, Mubarak, and Qaddhafi
regimes in Tunisia, Egypt, and Libya has fundamentally altered the social, economic, and political
outlooks of these countries and the region as a whole. This book assesses the transition processes
unleashed by the uprisings that took place in Egypt and Tunisia in 2011. The wave of unrest and
popular mobilisation that swept through these countries is treated as the point of departure of
long and complex processes of change, manipulation, restructuring, and entrenchment of the
institutional structures and logics that defined politics. The book explores the constitutive
elements of institutional development, namely processes of constitution making, electoral politics,
the changing status and power of the judiciary, and the interplay between the civilian and the
military apparatuses in Egypt and Tunisia. It also considers the extent to which these two
countries have become more democratic, as a result of their institutions being more legitimate,
accountable, and responsive, at the beginning of 2014 and from a comparative perspective. The
impact of temporal factors in shaping transition paths is highlighted throughout the book. The
book provides a comprehensive assessment of political and institutional transition processes in
two key countries in North Africa and its conclusions shed light on similar processes that have
taken place throughout the region since 2011. It will be a valuable resource for anyone studying
Middle Eastern and North African politics, area studies, comparative institutional development
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and democratisation.

Egypt
A Grand Delusion is the first comprehensive single-volume American political history of the
Vietnam War. Spanning the years 1945 to 1975, it is the definitive story of the well-meaning but
often misguided American political leaders whose unquestioning adherence to Cold War dogma
led the nation into its tragic misadventure in Vietnam. At the center of this narrative are seven
such men-Dwight Eisenhower, John F. Kennedy, Lyndon Johnson, Richard Nixon, J. William
Fulbright, Mike Mansfield, and George McGovern. During their careers, each occupied centerstage in the nation's debate over Vietnam policy.Mann focuses in particular on the role played by
leading members of Congress, including senators' Mansfield and Kennedy's shaping of American
policy toward Vietnam in the 1950s; Congress's acquiescence in the 1950s to the Eisenhower
administration's support of the American-backed Diem government; and the blank check that
Congress gave to Lyndon Johnson with the 1964 Gulf of Tonkin resolution.Mann considers as well
the evolution of opposition to the war, including pivotal hearings conducted by the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee from 1966 to 1968; the small band of war opponents led by senators
Fulbright, McGovern, and Wayne Morse; Mansfield's quiet-but-persistent lobbying campaign to
dissuade his friend Lyndon Johnson from escalating the war in 1965; the bitter political feud that
erupted between Fulbright and Johnson-erstwhile friends-over the war; McGovern and Hatfield's
determined effort to force Richard Nixon to withdraw American forces from Vietnam; and
Congress's assertion of its Constitutional role in war making in the early 1970s, culminating in the
passage of the War Powers resolution in 1973.In addition to being a piercing analysis of the
political currents that resulted in and eventually ended the war, A Grand Delusion is an epic
tragedy filled with fascinating characters and a keen reflection on the antagonisms and beliefs
that divided the nation during those tumultuous years.
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Human Rights and Democracy in EU Foreign Policy
This book explores the nascent and complex terrain of democratization and peaceful political
transitions in Africa. It analyzes major election-related conflicts across the continent, explains
their root causes and major consequences, and offers measures that may be undertaken to
prevent, manage, and resolve election-induced conflicts. It charts a path for the future political
and democratic stability in Africa.

Managing Conflicts in Africa's Democratic Transitions
This book explains why Islamist parties have dominated the politics of Egypt for the better part of
fifty years. Analyzing Islamist electoral performance and behavior before and after the 2011
revolution that unseated former dictator Hosni Mubarak, this book argues that Islamists win
elections not because Egyptians are fundamentalists, but because these parties have more
organizational resources to call on than their secular rivals.

Grand Delusion
A.Kadir Yildirim and other scholars have used the term "Muslim Democrat" to describe moderate
Islamist political parties, suggesting a parallel with Christian Democratic parties in Europe. These
parties (MDPs) are marked by their adherence to a secular political regime, normative
commitment to the rules of a democratic political system, and the democratic political
representation of a religious identity. In this book, Yildirim draws on extensive field research in
Turkey, Egypt, and Morocco to examine this phenomenon and assess the interaction of economic
and political factors in the development of MDPs. Distinguishing between "competitive [economic]
liberalization" and "crony liberalization," he argues that MDPs are more likely to emerge and
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succeed in the context of the former. He summarizes that the broader implication is that the
economic liberalization models adopted by governments in the region in the wake of the Arab
Spring have significant implications for the future direction of party systems and democratic
reform.

Religion, Democracy and Democratization
When President Reagan and Prime Minister Thatcher adopted the neoliberal doctrine as the
paradigm of economics, there was no evidence that the move would have been successful, but
thirty years on, the recurrent crises that culminated in 2008 suggest a serious mis-match between
expectations and outcomes: a re-examination of the paradigm is in order. This book focuses on
Milton Friedman’s formulation of the neoliberal doctrine, and analyses two aspects that were
essential to turning it into a fully-fledged paradigm: the attribution of scientific status to positive
economics, which led to informing public policies on the requirements of the market; and the
characterisation of economic freedom as capable of promoting political freedom, which led to
identifying free market with democracy. The book exposes Friedman’s methodological argument
for attributing positive economics scientific status as a failure, and his characterisation of
economic freedom as a delusion; it identifies in the emergence as the mainstream in economics of
the neoclassical synthesis, which borrowed from Walras’ the mathematical treatment of
equilibrium but not the ethical and social framework in which it was inscribed, a development that
facilitated the transition from the Keynesian to the neoliberal paradigm. Dr. Mosini shows that the
gigantic bail-outs carried out courtesy of the public purse, which institutionalised the practice of
collectivising losses while keeping profits private, were no accident, but the consequence of the
rethinking of the function of lender of last resort according to Friedman’s conception of rationality
in relation to risk, combined with his interpretation of the 1930s recession. The book concludes
that the neoliberal paradigm has served the interests of the economically powerful social strata it
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was designed to benefit extremely well, but that the deep, and deepening, injustice it has brought
about calls for a complete rethinking of the paradigm of economics according to ethical principles
respectful of human values. This book should be of interest to students and researchers of Political
Economy, Economic Methodology, History of Economic Thought and Philosophy.

Politics and Economics of Africa
Examines the claims and theories of socialism, and explains why democracy and capitalism are
more productive systems

Iraq, Democracy and the Future of the Muslim World
From the New York Times best-selling author and host of Hidden Brain comes a thought-provoking
look at the role of self-deception in human flourishing. Self-deception does terrible harm to us, to
our communities, and to the planet. But if it is so bad for us, why is it ubiquitous? In Useful
Delusions, Shankar Vedantam and Bill Mesler argue that, paradoxically, self-deception can also
play a vital role in our success and well-being. The lies we tell ourselves sustain our daily
interactions with friends, lovers, and coworkers. They can explain why some people live longer
than others, why some couples remain in love and others don’t, why some nations hold together
while others splinter. Filled with powerful personal stories and drawing on new insights in
psychology, neuroscience, and philosophy, Useful Delusions offers a fascinating tour of what it
really means to be human.

The Mubarak Leadership and Future of Democracy in Egypt
This book examines the role that political Islam plays in processes of democratization in the
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Muslim world, detailing the political processes that facilitate the collective learning of democratic
ways of solving the practical problems of those polities. Democratization in the Muslim World
represents an important contribution to the debate on democratization and political Islam that
emphasises the synergetic effects and global reach of both Islamist and democratic politics. It
comes to terms with the problematic relationship between Islam and democracy in the uncertain
post-Cold War, post-9/11 world order by highlighting the malleability of Islamic discourses and of
its institutional resources, as well as the diversity of the political strategies of incumbent regimes
to remain in power. It combines key theoretical issues and country-specific studies of some of the
most relevant Muslim polities of the post-Cold War and post-9/11 era. This text was previously
published as a special issue of Democratization and will be of interest to students of Middle East
politics, governance, democracy, and human rights.

Democratic Transitions in the Arab World
When Mohammad Bouazizi sets himself on fire on December 17, 2010, he started a series of
extraordinary events that spread across the Middle East with stunning rapidity. In less than a
month, President Ben Ali fled Tunisia, ending a twenty-three year regime. Shortly thereafter, on
11 February 2011, President Mubarak of Egypt stepped down after nearly thirty years in power. In
The Arab Revolution, Jean-Pierre Filiu offers a concise but sweeping account of the earthshattering revolts that began in Tunis and continue today throughout the Middle East. Stressing
the deep historical roots of the events, Filiu organizes the book around ten lessons that illuminate
both the uprisings in particular and the region in general. He shows, for instance, that these
movements didn't erupt out of thin air--Arabs have been fighting for their rights for more than a
generation. The author sheds light on the role of youth--whose anger is power, he notes, and who
embrace the message "tomorrow is yours, if you fight for it"--as well as the important role that
social networks played in Tunisia and Egypt. Filiu also argues that in the aftermath, jihadists are
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in a difficult position, because the essentially peaceful grassroots protests in Tunisia and Egypt
have undercut their message of violence and indeed have called into question their relevance. The
book also reveals that, despite being somewhat overshadowed by the Arab uprising, Palestine
remains the central concern throughout the Middle East. By shining a light on these lessons rather
than providing a strictly chronological account, Filiu provides a far richer and deeper portrait of
the revolutionary movements sweeping the region--as well as an insightful look at life in the
Middle East today.

Muslim Democratic Parties in the Middle East
Focusing on authoritarian rule, unresolved economic challenges, and external dependency, the
volume explains the salient political and economic features of contemporary Egypt against the
backdrop of its history since the beginning of the 19th century. Presenting a comprehensive
account of developments, it challenges common assumptions about secularists, Islamists, and
revolutionaries, as well as 'modernization', 'economic reform', and political stability. Discussing
domestic politics, economic change, and external relations since 1945, the author argues that
Egypt continued to draw a degree of strength from sustained state-building activities, which its
pre-colonial rulers could pursue in a favourable international environment and the partly related
emergence of the country as a focal point of collective identity. More consolidated than many
other states in the global south, Arab and non-Arab alike, independent Egypt, despite changing
economic strategies, remained a (lower) middle-income country and despite repeated political
contestation, most recently in the Arab Spring, continued to suffer from autocratic rule. Such
continuity reflects not only the interplay between political forces at home, dominated by the
military, and inconclusive economic policies but also the external constraints under which
governments and other actors in the global south have to act. Based on numerous primary and
secondary sources in various languages, including Arabic, and years of fieldwork, the book is a key
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resource for scholars of all levels, journalists, policymakers, and diplomats interested in
comparative politics and the political economy of the Middle East and Egypt.

Online Activism in the Middle East
Updated with a new Afterword “The revolution will be Twittered!” declared journalist Andrew
Sullivan after protests erupted in Iran. But as journalist and social commentator Evgeny Morozov
argues in The Net Delusion, the Internet is a tool that both revolutionaries and authoritarian
governments can use. For all of the talk in the West about the power of the Internet to
democratize societies, regimes in Iran and China are as stable and repressive as ever. Social
media sites have been used there to entrench dictators and threaten dissidents, making it
harder—not easier—to promote democracy. Marshalling a compelling set of case studies, The Net
Delusion shows why the cyber-utopian stance that the Internet is inherently liberating is wrong,
and how ambitious and seemingly noble initiatives like the promotion of “Internet freedom” are
misguided and, on occasion, harmful.

Ruling But Not Governing
1. Political Openings and the Transformation of Authoritarian Rule in the Middle East and North
Africa; 2. Sustaining Authoritarianism During the Third Wave of Democracy; 3. The Old
Authoritarianism; 4. The New Authoritarianism; 5. Political Openings Without Patronage Based
Privatization and Single Party Institutional Legacies; 6. Transitions from the New MENA
Authoritarianism to Democracy? Notes; Bibliography; Index.

The Arab Revolution
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A cross-country examination of authoritarianism and democracy in North Africa and the Middle
East.

The Arab Uprisings
The promotion of political reform, participation, human rights and democracy on the southern and
eastern shores of the Mediterranean was a key objective for the European Union as it prepared
the Barcelona conference in 1995. Today it is clear that these policies have failed to prompt an
end to authoritarian rule. The authors of Democracy Building and Democracy Erosion analyse why
EU policies have not produced major political impact, while remaining sensitive to changes that
may translate into greater participation and respect for civil liberties. The question at the heart of
this volume is whether the erosion of democracy in the north, compounded by the effects of 9/11,
has affected the promotion of democracy in the south. The failure of democracy in the south may
well be linked to authoritarian trends on a global scale. Contributors include Mustapha Kamel alSayyid, Gilles Massardier, Eric Gobe, Oliver Schlumberger, Isabel Schäfer, Robert Springborg,
Holger Albrecht, Virginie Collombier, Marc Lazar and Mohamed Mouaquit.

Muslim Secular Democracy
The book offers a nuanced and innovative analyses of the emergence of an inclusive secular
democratic state paradigm which incorporates the sacred within the framework of secular
democracy in the Muslim World.

Watermelon Democracy
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This book investigates the disparity between rhetoric and performance in the European Union
response to abuses of human rights and transgression of democracy. With the Arab spring putting
the spotlight on the EU’s self-portrait as committed to promoting global human rights and
democracy, this book examines the paradoxes of its international posture and the inconsistencies
and double standards of its policies. With an informative and empirical approach examining EU
relations since the end of the Cold War, this book seeks to uncover the reasons behind the Union’s
actions and understand the foreign policy dilemmas and processes that guide its action. Including
detailed analysis of Ukraine and Egypt, and the EU response to momentous changes for
neighbouring nations, the author draws upon thoroughly-researched investigation into twenty
years of EU foreign policy to create a framework using both EU Studies and International
Relations. Providing a deeper analysis than other dominant explanations, this book presents new
theories on the reasons behind the mismatch between words and deeds. An invaluable and timely
volume, Human Rights and Democracy in EU Foreign Policy will be of interest to students and
scholars of EU politics, International Relations and human rights policy.

Uncharted Journey
Exploring the political economy of development and democracy in the Middle East, this book
provides new insight into the effects of external initiatives for the support of good governance in
Arab states, the impact of transnational Islamist networks on democratization in the Middle East,
and the role of new satellite broadcasting in the Arab world.

'Democratic Knowledge' and Knowledge Production
This volume aims at confronting the image of the Middle East as a region that is fraught with
totalitarian ideologies, authoritarianism and conflict. It gives voice and space to other, more
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liberal and adaptive narratives and discourses that endorse the right to dissent, question the
status quo, and offer alternative visions for society.

Arab Liberal Thought after 1967
In Egypt, something that fails to live up to its advertised expectations is often called a watermelon:
a grand promise that later turns out to be empty talk. The political transition in Egypt after
protests overthrew Husni Mubarak in 2011 is one such watermelon. Stacher examines the
uprising and its aftermath to show how the country’s new ruling incumbents deferred the
democratic dreams of the people of Egypt. At the same time, he lays out in meticulous fashion the
circumstances that gave the army’s well-armed and well-funded institution an advantage against
its citizens during and after Egypt’s turbulent transition. Stacher outlines the ways in which
Egypt’s military manipulated the country’s empowering uprising into a nightmare situation that
now counts as the most repressive period in Egypt’s modern history. In particular, Stacher charts
the opposition dynamics during uprisings, elections, state violence, and political economy to show
the multiple ways autocratic state elites try to construct a new political regime on the ashes of a
discredited one. As they encounter these different aspects working together as a larger process,
readers come to grips with the totality of the military-led counterrevolution as well as understand
why Egyptians rightfully feel they ended up living in a watermelon democracy.

The International Dimensions of Democratization in Egypt
Sudden change in North Africa manifested through popular protests followed by the end of
authoritarian regimes in Tunisia, Egypt and Libya revitalised the scholarly concern with
democracy in the region. Democratisation and democracy received fresh attention in the ‘Arab
Spring’. Arab citizens displayed their grasp and possession of ‘democratic knowledge’ in a bottomPage 12/22
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up groundswell of activism against the wielding of power by authoritarian regimes. In this book,
the investigation into democratic knowledge revolves around the idea that good government must
be in the first instance rooted in a local system of knowledge. However, no privileging of the ‘local’
is offered here at the expense of the ‘democratic’. Each chapter illustrates the context-specific
experiences which provide political actors with the wherewithal in actively learning democracy.
The countries examined with reference to a socially constructed democratic knowledge include
Algeria, Libya, Morocco, Tunisia and Egypt. Critical focus on local agency in North Africa during
the ‘Arab Spring’ enables a shift from democratisation as an ideology to a ‘democratic learning
turn’. This book was originally published as a special issue of the Journal of North African Studies.

The Net Delusion
Contributed papers presented at a three day international conference titled "Changing Security
Dynamics in West Asia: Implications for the Post-9/11 International Systemic", organized by
Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, New Delhi, India, from Jan. 30 to Feb. 1, 2006.

Democracy Building and Democracy Erosion
A major theoretical statement by a distinguished political scholar explains why a policy of liberal
hegemony is doomed to fail It is widely believed in the West that the United States should spread
liberal democracy across the world, foster an open international economy, and build international
institutions. The policy of remaking the world in America's image is supposed to protect human
rights, promote peace, and make the world safe for democracy. But this is not what has happened.
Instead, the United States has become a highly militarized state fighting wars that undermine
peace, harm human rights, and threaten liberal values at home. In this major statement, the
renowned international-relations scholar John Mearsheimer argues that liberal hegemony--the
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foreign policy pursued by the United States since the Cold War ended--is doomed to fail. It makes
far more sense, he maintains, for Washington to adopt a more restrained foreign policy based on a
sound understanding of how nationalism and realism constrain great powers abroad. The Great
Delusion is a lucid and compelling work of the first importance for scholars, policymakers, and
everyone interested in the future of American foreign policy.

Political and Institutional Transition in North Africa
After the ousting of former Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak in February 2011, much debate
surrounded the reasons for the former regime's longevity and its collapse. Here, Safinaz El
Tarouty provides an original contribution to the study of authoritarianism in Egypt by focusing on
the role of businessmen in authoritarian survival. As the regime intensified neoliberal economic
reforms that led to social deprivation and frustration among increasing numbers of Egyptian
citizens, they co-opted businessmen in order to defuse challenges and buttress the regime,
constructing a new political economy of authoritarianism. Extending the existing literature on
clientelism, El Tarouty creates a typology of regime-businessmen relations to describe the multiple
mechanisms of co-option in the context of economic liberalization. Ultimately, though, these
businessmen proved too narrow a constituency to provide legitimacy to the regime and, in fact,
formed one of the reasons for its collapse.

Reassessing the Paradigm of Economics
The New Authoritarianism in the Middle East and North Africa
Ruling, but not governing : a logic of regime stability -- The Egyptian, Algerian, and Turkish
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military "enclaves" : the contours of the officers' autonomy -- The pouvoir militaire and the failure
to achieve a "just mean" -- Institutionalizing a military-founded system -- Turkish paradox : Islamist
political power and the Kemalist political order -- Toward a democratic transition? : weakening the
patterns of political inclusion and exclusion.

Liberal Thought in the Eastern Mediterranean
Egypt's autocratic regime is being weakened by economic crises, growing political opposition, and
the pressures of globalization. Observers now wonder which way Egypt will go when the country's
aging president, Husni Mubarak, passes from the scene: will it embrace Western-style liberalism
and democracy? Or will it become an Islamic theocracy similar to Iran? Egypt after Mubarak
demonstrates that both secular and Islamist opponents of the regime are navigating a middle path
that may result in a uniquely Islamic form of liberalism and, perhaps, democracy. Bruce
Rutherford examines the political and ideological battles that drive Egyptian politics and shape the
prospects for democracy throughout the region. He argues that secularists and Islamists are
converging around a reform agenda that supports key elements of liberalism, including
constraints on state power, the rule of law, and protection of some civil and political rights. But
will this deepening liberalism lead to democracy? And what can the United States do to see that it
does? In answering these questions, Rutherford shows that Egypt's reformers are reluctant to
expand the public's role in politics. This suggests that, while liberalism is likely to progress
steadily in the future, democracy's advance will be slow and uneven. Essential reading on a
subject of global importance, Egypt after Mubarak draws upon in-depth interviews with Egyptian
judges, lawyers, Islamic activists, politicians, and businesspeople. It also utilizes major court
rulings, political documents of the Muslim Brotherhood, and the writings of Egypt's leading
contemporary Islamic thinkers.
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Islamists and Secularists in Egypt
Does the internet facilitate social and political change, or even democratization, in the Middle
East? Despite existing research on this subject, there is still no consensus on the importance of
social media and online platforms, or on how we are to understand their influence. This book
provides empirical analysis of the day-to-day use of online platforms by activists in Egypt and
Kuwait. The research evaluates the importance of online platforms for effecting change and
establishes a specific framework for doing so. Egypt and Kuwait were chosen because, since the
mid-2000s, they have been the most prominent Arab countries in terms of online and offline
activism. In the context of Kuwait, Jon Nordenson examines the oppositional youth groups who
fought for a constitutional, democratic monarchy in the emirate. In Egypt, focus surrounds the
groups and organizations working against sexual violence and sexual harassment. Online Activism
in the Middle East shows how and why online platforms are used by activists and identifies the
crucial features of successful online campaigns. Egypt and Kuwait are revealed to be authoritarian
contexts but where the challenges and possibilities faced by activists are quite different. The
comparative nature of this research therefore exposes the context-specific usage of online
platforms, separating this from the more general features of online activism. Nordenson
demonstrates the power of online activism to create an essential 'counterpublic' that can
challenge an authoritarian state and enable excluded groups to fight in ways that are far more
difficult to suppress than a demonstration.

Egypt after Mubarak
In a detailed analysis of the continued survival of authoritarian governments in the Arab world,
this book uses Egypt as a case study to address the timely and complex issue of democratization in
the Middle East. This book examines how relations between different actors in the Egyptian
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opposition have contributed to the endurance of authoritarianism in Egypt over the past three
decades. The author argues that the longevity of the authoritarian government is not only a
function of the strength and cohesion of the regime, but is also related to the weaknesses and
divisions between opposition groupings, particularly between Islamists and non-Islamists. Looking
at how such ideological differences and mobilizational asymmetries have impeded successful
cooperation between different opposition groups, and how this allows the authoritarian regime to
successfully ensure its continued hegemony, the author illustrates the extent to which opposition
strategies profoundly affect successful transitions to democracy in the Arab world. Highlighting
the main obstacles to democratic political reform in the region, the author provides important
insights for the promotion of democracy in the region which will be a valuable addition to the
literature on Middle Eastern politics and government.

Democratization and Development
The United States faces no greater challenge today than successfully fulfilling its new ambition of
helping bring about a democratic transformation of the Middle East. Uncharted Journey
contributes a wealth of concise, illuminating insights on this subject, drawing on the contributors'
deep knowledge of Arab politics and their substantial experience with democracy-building in other
parts of the world. The essays in part one vividly dissect the state of Arab politics today, including
an up-to-date examination of the political shock wave in the region produced by the invasion of
Iraq. Part two and three set out a provocative exploration of the possible elements of a democracy
promotion strategy for the region. The contributors identify potential false steps as well as a
productive way forward, avoiding the twin shoals of either reflexive pessimism in the face of the
daunting obstacles to Arab democratization or an unrealistic optimism that fails to take into
account the region's political complexities. Contributors include Eva Bellin (Hunter College),
Daniel Brumberg (Carnegie Endowment), Thomas Carothers (Carnegie Endowment), Michele
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Dunne (Georgetown University), Graham Fuller, Amy Hawthorne (Carnegie Endowment), Marina
Ottaway (Carnegie Endowment), and Richard Youngs (Foreign Policy Centre).

Counting Islam
This book purports to examine the international dimensions of the democratization process in
Egypt in the post Cold War era; a theme which acquired significance at the academic and policyoriented levels in light of the growing internationalization of reform arrangements in the Arab
world in post 9/11 and the greater involvement of external powers in Arab politics following the
Arab Spring uprisings. During the second half of the twentieth century, the mainstream
scholarship presented the democratization process as the outcome of domestic conditions not
significantly influenced by actors outside the nation-state. With the end of the Cold War, this
perspective was challenged as a result of the third wave of democratization and the subsequent
growth of the “good governance” discourse on the agenda of the international development
establishment. The new perspective attached a more significant role to external factors in the
democratization process than was originally conceptualized.

Businessmen, Clientelism, and Authoritarianism in Egypt
The uprisings which spread across the Middle East and North Africa in late 2010 and 2011
irrevocably altered the way in which the region is now perceived. But in spite of the numerous
similarities in these protests, from Tunisia and Egypt to Yemen and Bahrain, their broader political
effects display important differences. This book analyses these popular uprisings, as well as other
forms of protest, and the impact they had on each state. Why were Mubarak and Bin Ali ousted
relatively peacefully in Egypt and Tunisia, while Qadafi in Libya and Saleh in Yemen fought violent
battles against their opponents? Why do political transformations differ in countries that were able
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to shed their autocratic presidents? And why have other regimes, including Morocco and Saudi
Arabia, experienced only limited protests or managed to repress and circumvent them? Looking at
the aftermath and transitional processes across the region, this book is a vital retrospective
examination of the uprisings and how they can be understood in the light of state formation and
governmental dynamics.

The Grand Delusion
Topics such as the compatibility of Islam and democracy, and the question of whether democracy
can be encouraged in the Middle East are looked at carefully. Contributors evaluate the
circumstances under which democracy can be imposed by outside force, and ask what forces are
driving the confrontation between the West and Islam, before looking at how this confrontation is
likely to develop. --

Useful Delusions: The Power and Paradox of the Self-Deceiving Brain
EU external democracy promotion has traditionally been based on ‘linkage’, i.e. bottom-up support
for democratic forces in third countries, and ‘leverage’, i.e. the top-down inducement of political
elites towards democratic reforms through political conditionality. The advent of the European
Neighbourhood Policy and new forms of association have introduced a new, third model of
democracy promotion which rests in functional cooperation between administrations. This volume
comparatively defines and assesses these three models of external democracy promotion in the
EU’s relations with its eastern and southern neighbours. It argues that while ‘linkage’ has hitherto
failed to produce tangible outcomes, and the success of ‘leverage’ has basically been tied to an EU
membership perspective, the ‘governance’ model of democracy promotion bears greater potential
beyond the circle of candidate countries. This third approach, while not tackling the core
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institutions of the political system as such, but rather promoting transparency, accountability, and
participation at the level of state administration, may turn out to remain the EU’s most tangible
form of democratic governance promotion in the future. This book was originally published as a
special issue of Democratization.

The Great Delusion
This volume analyzes a century of intellectual debates, political ideologies, and literary media in
order to track the emergence, spread and decline of liberal thought as a response to both
authoritarian rule and Westernization in the Eastern Mediterranean.

Democracy Promotion in the EU’s Neighbourhood
This work - previously published as a special issue of the journal 'Democratization' - brings
together essays that offer theoretical and empirical insights into the relationship between religion
and democracy.

Democratization in the Muslim World
Democratization emerged at a time of epochal change in global politics: the twin impacts of the
end of the Soviet Union and the speeding up and deepening of globalisation in the early 1990s
meant a whole new ball game in terms of global political developments. The journal’s first issue
appeared in early 1994. Over time, the editorial position has been consistently to focus on ‘the
third wave of democracy’ and its aftermath. The third wave is the most recent exemplar of a longterm, historical trend towards more democratically viable regimes and away from authoritarian
systems and leaders. In short, the journal wants to promote a better understanding of
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democratization – defined as the way democratic norms, institutions and practices evolve and are
disseminated both within and across national and cultural boundaries. Over the years, the many
excellent articles that we have featured in the journal have shared our focus on democratization,
viewed as a process. The journal has sought – and continues to seek – to build on the enduring
scholarly and of course popular interest in democracy, how and why it emerges, develops and
becomes consolidated. Our emphasis over the last 20 years has been contemporary and the
approach comparative, with a strong desire to be both topical and authoritative. We include
special reference to democratization in the developing world and in post-communist societies. In
sum, just as 20 years ago, the journal today aims to encourage debate on the many aspects of
democratization that are of interest to policy-makers, administrators and journalists, aid and
development personnel, those involved in education, and, perhaps above all, the tens of millions of
ordinary people around the world who do not (yet) enjoy the benefits of living under democratic
rule. The two dozen articles collected in this ‘virtual’ special issue are emphatic proof of the power
of the written word to induce debate, uncertainty, and ultimately progress towards better forms of
politics, focused on the achievement of the democratic aspirations of men and women everywhere.

Twenty Years of Studying Democratization
As Mubarak's regime nearing its end becomes a strong possibility, many pressures, both foreign
and domestic, are coming to bear on Egypt to bring democratic reforms to this struggling country.
In The Mubarak Leadership and Future of Democracy in Egypt, Alaa Al-Din Arafat studies this new
era and the obstacles that must be overcome.

A Grand Delusion: America's Descent Into Vietnam
In 2012, Britain and the Commonwealth celebrate the 60th anniversary of Elizabeth II's accession
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to the throne. The royal family have overcome a number of obstacles in its recent history, yet
today it appears to be riding on a wave of popular affection. But has Elizabeth II's reign been a
good thing for the UK? Or have the style, rituals and underlying culture of the modern monarchy
held Britain back from its potential in the 21st century world? In this groundbreaking and thoughtprovoking new book, Stephen Haseler argues that the class structure which the monarchy has
continued to encourage has retained outdated, yet seemingly entrenched, attitudes which have
negatively affected Britain's economy, capacity to innovate and international stature. He provides
an alternative political and social history of modern Britain which will be a provocative yet
entertaining and informative read in the Queen's anniversary year.
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